ŠKODA AUTO HELPS
ŠKODA AUTO HAS SUPPORTED NUMEROUS ORGANISATIONS DURING THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
ŠKODA AUTO started supporting healthcare workers, social service providers and volunteers as soon as the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic
was announced. We got together with ŠKODA AUTO DigiLab, our innovation centre that operates the HoppyGo and Uniqway car-sharing platforms,
to lend cars and electric scooters provided through the BeRider sharing platform to a total of 89 organisations. This way, we helped over 50,000
people in need in March and April alone.

>200

>50,900

vehicles lent
ŠKODA AUTO its car-sharing platform,
HoppyGo, have provided over 200
vehicles for charity organisations.

people in need supported

#SKODAAUTOhelps

89

organisations
We have helped 89 organisations, including volunteer
associations, charities, care centres, social service centres
and healthcare centres across the country.

>500

vehicles disinfected

16

100

ŠKODA OCTAVIAs
ŠKODA will donate
100 new vehicles to providers
of domestic healthcare
and social services.

We have built a sanitising station in Prague: five
ozone generators are used to disinfect up to 150
vehicles exposed to risk of infection every week.

ŠKODA AUTO
authorised partners
Regional ŠKODA AUTO authorised
partners from all over the Czech
Republic have offered their
assistance. Sixteen of them have
already joined our initiative by
lending their vehicles.

240,000

respirators and face masks delivered
ŠKODA AUTO vehicles have distributed nearly a quarter of
a million respirators and face masks to those who need them most.

Using vehicles provided under the
#SKODAAUTOpomaha initiative, collaborating
organisations have already helped over 50,900
people. The vehicles are used to distribute
healthcare consumables, food and drugs, as well
as to transport healthcare staff to patients.

20,000

PRUSA face
shields distributed
ŠKODA Logistics has distributed
nearly 20,000 protective face
shields produced on PRUSA
RESEARCH 3D printers to doctors
all over the country.

1,600

trips made by healthcare
workers on electric scooters: over

16,000 kilometres in total
We have provided a fleet of 150 BeRider
electric scooters for use free of charge by
healthcare professionals, such as doctors,
nurses and paramedics.

For more information,
visit www.skodaautopomaha.cz

